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Introduction
In the autumn of 2017, What Happened, Hillary Clinton’s account of the 2016 election campaign was
published. It had a rather good and deliberately ambiguous title, interpretable in whole range of
ways. From a gentle, enquiring ‘so what happened’, to a forensically analytical ‘what happened?’,
through to a raging primal scream of ‘what happened?’.
In Hilary’s case, Trump happened, and the interpretation of how that happened will keep
psephologists busy for some time. Last year, something significant happened to us. It may not have
been Trump sized, but nevertheless, the conclusion of the first round of A level reform represents a
fundamental shift in the landscape, and understanding and navigating this shift represents a vital
challenge for colleges. This year’s Six Dimensions Report seeks to unpack this first round of reformed
A levels, and help understand the national and sixth form college landscape.
In last year’s project, we conducted a review of the assessment and accountability context: Known
Knowns, Known Unknowns, and Unknown Unknowns 1 sought to establish what we knew about
curriculum reform and what we were yet to find out. The summer of 2017 yielded the answers to
many, but not all of the questions that remained. The analysis presented here returns to this context
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and seeks to crystallise our understanding of the new A level assessments. This is of course much
more that a dry academic analysis of what happened. It is presented with the aim of building
understanding in colleges. If we understand things well, then our chances of reacting well to
changing circumstances increases significantly, as do the chances of students securing excellent
outcomes. Matthew Syed’s excellent Black Box Thinking 2 looks at the role of the pursuit of marginal
gains in the journey to excellence. It details how highly successful teams (in business and in sport)
learn from a forensic analysis of performance and a thirst to learn from the mistakes of others. The
title of the book alludes to how the aviation industry has dramatically improved its safety record by
sharing the analysis of airline disasters with all competitors. We have much to gain from such an
approach.
Our analysis in this report works at two levels. Firstly, we seek to glean understanding from the
national context, looking at what we can learn from the first cycle of awarding in the reformed A
levels and GCSEs. The rest of the report focuses in on the sixth form college sector, examining how A
level reform and the on-going implementation of programmes of study played out in our sector.
In Chapter One: Known Knowns, Known Unknowns and Unknown Unknowns Revisited we
return to the heart of last year’s report and seek to examine how our knowledge of
assessment and accountability has developed over the past year. We examine awarding in
the reformed A levels, and consider the emerging picture at GCSE, as well as casting a glance
towards more vocational provision and grading in universities.
In Chapter Two: Retention on Two Year A level Courses we focus on the one thing that is
definitely different from what came before and what we currently know little about:
retention. The move towards courses recorded over two years presents new challenges in
monitoring and assessing student progress, and the foundation of managing these processes
is knowing the patterns nationally.
In Chapter Three : Performance in Linear A levels in Sixth Form Colleges we focus on the
reformed A level qualifications, and examine how successful sixth form colleges were in
delivering these qualifications in 2017.
In Chapter Four: The Quality of Equality we look at performance in the sector across a range
of equality and diversity monitoring groups.
In Chapter Five: The Gender Agenda, we focus in on the relationship between gender and
progress looking at outcomes in both linear and modular courses.
In Chapter Six, programmes of study and patterns of enrolment we look at what is
happening across sixth form colleges in terms of changes to student study programmes, and
look at the effectiveness of different curriculum pathways over two years
In Appendix One, we offer a guide to how to interpret the reports in the six dimensions
suite.
The aim of this analysis is very simple. We have little influence over the way that reforms are
constructed, but it is entirely within our gift to make it a priority to learn from the national context
and seek to shape our colleges to the advantage of our students. Used well, this analysis can give us
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significant advantages in terms of understanding our own colleges, developing our own responses to
curriculum change and responding intelligently to emerging performance issues.
Finally, as ever, I would like to thank the SFCA and individual colleges for supporting this work, and
MIS teams for their work in putting together the data returns that underpin the analysis.
Nick Allen, 26 June 2018

Key Findings
•

In the reformed A level subjects, students performed exactly in line with similarly qualified
students in 2016. The value added score of -0.01 suggests that one in fifty students achieved a
grade below expectation. (Figure 1.0)

•

In many reformed A level subjects, the pass marks were very low (Figure 1.1).

•

There is a clear relationship between prior attainment and retention over two years (Figure 2.2)

•

In reformed A levels, those students recorded as being on two year courses performed
significantly less well in A level examinations that their peers on the same subject who had sat
an AS level at the half way point, even though these AS levels did not contribute to the A level
grade. The gap of 0.25 suggests those on two-year courses performed a quarter of a grade per
entry below those on two consecutive one year courses (Figure 3.3)

•

There are patterns of retention by equality and diversity monitoring group, which are mirrored
in AS level and A level outcomes. (Figure 4.1)

•

Students from challenging individual circumstances (eligible for free college meals) and those
from disadvantaged communities (IDACI – bottom income quartile) perform less well than other
students (Figures 4.0 and 4.1)

•

In reformed A levels, male students made significantly more progress than female students. The
gap of 0.11 suggests that one in ten male students made a grade further progress than similarly
qualified female students (Figure 4.3)

•

The use of AS level exams in sixth form colleges has collapsed. In 2016-17 there were just 96,901
enrolments on AS level courses, compared to 244,185 just two years before. (Figure 6.0)

•

Take up of reformed BTEC NQF qualifications is very low, and performance in reformed
qualification is significantly different to those on legacy qualifications. In reformed certificate
qualifications, just 20% of students secured a Distinction or Distinction* grade. (Figure 6.3)

•

At average GCSE scores below 6.0, students are far more likely to secure the equivalent of three
A level passes if they are on pure BTEC programmes. For students with an average GCSE score of
5.2 to 5.5, 78% of BTEC students secure three passes, compared to only 57% of those on pure A
level qualifications (Figure 6.10)
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•

Students with mental health difficulties and emotional and behavioural difficulties are
significantly less likely than other students to complete the two years of a level 3 programme.
Those with mental health difficulties are 14% less likely to be retained than students with similar
GCSE grades (Figure 6.14)
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Chapter One: Known knowns, known unknowns and
unknown unknowns revisited
Before we progress to present the outcomes of this year’s analysis of the sixth form college family, it
is important to establish what we have learned about the national context over the past year. As we
outlined in the six dimensions report a year ago, there was a lot that we did not know, and the first
round of outcomes in reformed A levels and GCSEs provides the answers to some of these questions.
In steering the programme of reform, Ofqual was quite clear that it was going to use comparable
outcomes methodology 3 to ensure that students taking exams in the early years of a reformed
qualification at both GCSE and A level were not disadvantaged by curriculum reform. Being
‘disadvantaged by curriculum reform’, is code for a group experiencing a significant drop in the pass
rate as a result of candidates producing work that is not at the level produced by previous cohorts
on established specifications. The logic goes like this: in the early years of a qualification, students
are unlikely to produce work of the quality of those taking established qualifications, as it takes
teachers time to develop a full understanding of assessment objectives, question style, and
specification content, and it takes examiners time to be able to mark with confidence. It would be
unfair if students in a particular year had worse results than those in previous or subsequent years,
just due to the accident of the year in which they were born. To counter this, grade boundaries must
be adjusted in the early years of a specification to ensure that an appropriate proportion of
candidates secure a pass grade, an A grade and so on.
In reality, this meant that Ofqual gave awarding bodies clear instructions about how to statistically
generate what is known as an indicative grade profile, and use this profile to set the grade
boundaries for a specification. The instructions for 2017 awarding at A level involved awarding
bodies using data from 2010 and 2011 across all specifications on the relationship between prior
attainment and student outcomes to generate expected levels of performance at different levels of
prior attainment. The entry data for 2017 was then used to generate an indicative grade profile,
based on the GCSE grades of these students in 2015, and the historic patterns of performance of
similarly qualified students. This process allows the indicative grade profile to change if the calibre of
students attempting a qualification changes. If, for example, relatively well qualified students
migrate to other subjects, the indicative grade profile will go down. If the less well qualified stopped
attempting a subject, the indicative grade profile goes up.
So in terms of awarding, the starting point is not the quality of student work, it the statistical
estimation of indicative performance. The pass mark (E/U boundary) and A/B boundary are set to
ensure that the actual grade profile matches the indicative profile. The instructions from Ofqual to
awarding bodies are very clear in that for the first two years of each reformed specification, the
grade profile should match the grade profile of similarly qualified students in 2010 and 2011, with
(wait for it) a 0% tolerance. It is true that awarding bodies can make representation to Ofqual if they
feel that the indicative grade profile is very different from their examiner judgement, but this is not
invoked very frequently.
Given this very clear directive, we should not then expect to see massive changes in performance in
colleges between 2016 and 2017, but we should be aware that comparable outcomes works at the
level of the entire cohort. It does not work back to see if individual students get the grades that
See “Known Knowns, Known Unknowns and Unknown Unknowns” (2017), pp.8-14 for a full discussion of
comparable outcomes methodology.
3
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would be expected. It does not ensure that the right students get the right grades or that the best
centres are rewarded. To put it bluntly, the grade profile could be correct, but every single student
could have been given the wrong grade. Unlikely, I admit, but possible. It remains important that we
subject the outcomes to rigorous analysis.

Figure 1.0: Performance in sixth form colleges 2017 versus 2016 benchmarks
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Figure 1.0 gives us the summary of how well sixth form colleges performed in the reformed A level
specifications in 2017. A performance of 0.0 would indicate that the students performed exactly in
line with students the previous year. A score of 0.5 would indicate that half the students secured a
grade higher than similarly qualified students did the year before. A score of -0.1 would suggest that
one in ten students secured a grade below similarly qualified students the year before. Our score of 0.01 suggests that performance was almost exactly in line with that the previous year. Overall one in
one hundred students secured a grade lower than similarly qualified peers the year before, but this
of course means that (on average) ninety-nine out of a hundred got the same grade.
This is an important first test of the data. Comparable outcomes ensures that the right number of
grades are in the system as a whole. It may be that sixth form colleges might have fared better or
worse than centres as a whole in their efforts to secure as many of these grades as possible. There
are certainly instances of new specifications (in this round of reform and previous ones) that have
proved problematic for large centres, particularly in terms of the coursework requirements. There
are also moderation effects when large centres are used by awarding bodies for standardisation
purposes, and therefore subject to significant and repeated scrutiny by examiners. This might lead to
more ‘average’ (or some might call it accurate) performance in such centres.
In the chapters below we proceed to examine performance in much greater depth, but our initial
conclusion is an important one. Ofqual stated an intention to base awarding on historical patterns
and it was true to its word. If there are colleges whose performance has changed dramatically, or
groups of students that are underperforming it is not the result of changes to grade profiles at a
national level.
While the use of comparable outcomes to set grade profiles is in some ways very reassuring, it does
mean that we ought to pay a little attention to the grade boundaries that this methodology
produces.
6

Figure 1.1 E/U grade boundary marks (percentages) 2017: Reformed A levels
Art and Design*
Art and Design (Photo)
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
Eng Lang/Lit
English Language
English Literature*
History*
Physics*
Psychology
Sociology

AQA
34.4
41.7
21.5
26.3
21.3
22.4
32.1
27.2
29.0
31.2
23.5
23.6
27.1
31.3

OCR
38.0

EDEXCEL EDUQAS
16.7
41.0
41.0
20.7
29.3
32.5
28.8
22.3
24.7
29.0
28.1
17.5
30.7
30.0
34.4
46.5
30.3
55.5
27.5
24.7
27.2
20.7
24.7
30.3

23.3
28.3
23.3
27.7
25.0
34.5
35.0
39.5
28.0
25.9
34.3
34.0

Figure 1.1 details the pass marks for each of the reformed qualifications for each exam board that
offers the qualification. For each qualification, the pass mark has been converted to a percentage. To
pass AQA Art and Design on the AQA specification, for example, students needed 34.4% of the
available marks. Where subjects are marked with an asterix, it indicates that there is more than one
option under that particular qualification title. In some instances the marks required are the same
for each option, and for others they vary. Those offering A level in photography might be interested
to note that in the AQA specification they have to get a significantly higher mark (using the same
mark scheme) than the other Art options (eg 3D Design, Textiles, Graphics), but on the EDUQAS
specification the mark required is the same.
In presenting this information, the intention is not to make a comparison between the pass marks
required by different exam boards (though such an analysis might be interesting in itself), rather the
intention is to establish the starting points of time series grade boundaries going forward. It is odd
how little use is made of these grade boundaries, which are published around A level results day
each year.
Note that in some subjects the pass mark in 2017 was very low. In Biology, only the EDUQAS
specification has a pass mark substantially above 20%. It is not our focus here, but subject
departments may find that a review of the individual papers alongside the marks required for each
specification may be instructive, and a detailed engagement with the papers from the specification a
centre follows may be a powerful starting point for plans to deliver learning that is more effective.
Most schemes of work still have a vision of how to deliver a subject, rather than to ensure students
of differing abilities achieve their potential. Perhaps the starting point for a scheme of work should
be how do we ensure that those students that should get an A get and A, while at the same time
ensuring that those students that should perform around an E grade achieve at least that.
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Figure 1.2 A/B grade boundary marks (percentages) 2017: Reformed A levels
Art and Design*
Art and Design (Photo)
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
Eng Lang/Lit
English Language
English Literature*
History*
Physics*
Psychology
Sociology

AQA
75.0
78.1
56.5
65.0
68.0
70.4
69.6
70.8
74.6
74.7
65.0
59.6
67.0
66.7

OCR
85.5

EDEXCEL EDUQAS
69.4
85.5
85.5
52.3
60.7
66.3
67.9
69.7
62.0
66.4
59.4
60.3
72.7
73.8
69.6
72.3
69.0
73.8
79.5
61.0
74.7
48.5
64.3
77.3

55.6
69.6
73.3
70.3
67.1
78.5
77.0
86.5
72.0
65.9
70.7
77.0

Figure 1.2 focuses on the A grade boundary. We find the marks required in Biology and Physics are
again low in all but the EDUQAS specification. There are of course multiple factors that inform these
grade boundaries: the effectiveness of assessment design, historical performance in the subject and
the quality of teaching being among the most significant. Remember that these mark boundaries
reflect, in essence, the marks achieved by the proportion of students that the indicative grade profile
determined should achieve a particular grade. We must not assume that a lower percentage
required for a particular grade implies that a specification is more difficult than others are. Nor
should we assume that one where a higher mark is required is more accessible.
We mentioned above, that the purpose of Figures 1.1 and 1.2 was to offer a starting point for time
series data over a number of years. We ought to consider what is likely to happen in future years to
the percentage of marks required to hit particular boundaries. What know from previous rounds of
curriculum reform that we should be mindful of this over the coming years. Comparable outcomes
may ensure that the proportion of students passing A level remains high, and that a consistent
proportion get A grades or higher but that does not mean that the standard of work required to get
a particular grade will stay the same. In this context it is instructive to consider a phenomenon called
the ‘saw-tooth effect’. Figure 1.3 gives an illustration of this effect.
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Figure 1.3: The saw-tooth effect
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The saw-tooth effect describes the relationship between curriculum reform and the marks required
to achieve particular grades. Our example above looks at the marks required to pass a particular
subject over time and through successive waves of curriculum reform. In essence, when a new
specification is introduced, centres are less good at delivering the ‘new’ specification that they were
on the old and the marks attained by students drop sharply. The improvements in candidates work
build as teachers become more familiar with the reformed specification, and as candidates’ work
improves the pass mark increases. If this is repeated over time, the pattern in the pass mark comes
to resemble the teeth of a saw. We see that in Figure 7.0 with the pass mark increasing from 20
marks to 35 marks over time. Just when teachers are becoming good at delivering the specification,
curriculum change wipes out this carefully cultivated understanding and the pass mark falls. Anyone
with a copy of the grade boundaries for 2015 and 2016, or with a well-stocked archive including the
2001 and 2002 or 2007 and 2008 grade boundaries will see this effect in operation.
It may be that sixth form colleges are particularly susceptible to the saw-tooth effect. The saw-tooth
is a removal of accrued advantage and expertise, and given that the primary focus of (most) sixth
form colleges is A level teaching, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the fund of accrued expertise
and institutional advantage (not having the competing imperatives of delivering key stage three or
four, for example) is greater in such institutions. The risks to sixth form colleges of curriculum reform
are perhaps greater than those for other providers, though it is equally true that our ability to
respond to curriculum reform is far greater.
What this means for us is that we need to be alive to the idea that next year the marks required to
achieve particular grades will be higher than they were this year. Perhaps the context in which this
will be most keenly felt is in subjects with coursework: we should not assume that this year’s grade
boundaries will replicated next year, we must assume that they will not, and aim to push students
further up the mark bands. This is particularly significant given the new instruction to inform
students of their marks and give them an opportunity to appeal the marks that they have been
awarded. Colleges must ensure that in this process, departments do absolutely not give an
9

indication of what grade a piece of work has been given because, put simply, the grade that a mark
is worth is not determined until the end of the awarding process. In looking at the grade boundaries
for one year of results, it is useful to maintain a disposition of continuous improvement and marginal
gains, looking for ways to edge student performance forward year on year, and assuming that
overall, other centres will see continuous improvement in their efforts to prepare students for
exams also.
There is however the possibility that in the short term we will see a reverse saw-tooth effect (I’m
making up the names now). The next two years will see significant numbers of additional students
reaching the end of a two year programme of study. The reason for this is simple. Schools and
colleges have lost the opportunities for a thinning of the cohort that AS level exams have afforded
for the last eighteen years. Students that would not previously have survived two years of study, will
find themselves sitting A level examinations. Add to this the effect of students starting three
subjects, and the chances of students lacking in aptitude, energy and focus reaching A level
examinations increases. It may well be that boards have to lower the marks required to achieve the
indicative grade profiles produced by comparable outcomes methodology. The boards I have spoken
to are confident that pass marks will rise. They are, in private at least, somewhat embarrassed about
the number of A level subjects that currently have a pass mark not far north of 20%. They may be
confident that the percentage of students passing will stay the same, but I am not sure that the have
access to particularly rich data about the students that start courses. They know plenty about those
that are entered for exams, but little about what comes before. Their projections may not be based
on a full understanding of the two years of study. It may be that in the short term, with significant
numbers of additional students reaching A level exams, that the A level pass rate can only be
maintained with a reduction in the pass mark.
When we talk about the saw-tooth effect, it is useful to talk about push and pull factors. Push factors
tend to push the pass mark and A grade boundary higher. Teachers get better at delivering
specifications and more confident in their dealing with students, students have access to years of
previous assessment materials and model answers, examiners use their expertise in teaching and in
consultancy to share the secrets of exam technique, and departments make adjustments to the
scheme of work to better reflect the balance of the specification. In contrast, pull factors tend to
drag pass marks back towards zero and we have two specific pull factors at work here. Firstly, there
is the additional students getting through to year two factor, which will stabilise over time. There is
also the performance in best three A levels factor. Previously, students had time to identify their
worst subject and stop studying it before the A level exams. We are moving from a ‘my best three’ to
a ‘my only three’ model. The chances of students being really good at the subjects that they take
through to A level are reduced. There are of course other factors at work here. One might speculate
about the impact of changes to patterns of subject choice and how these will be shaped by a
narrower, more academic curriculum at GCSE. It might be that students take fewer risks with subject
choice, or perhaps they will be put off by the experience of studying heavier GCSEs, and will select
subjects that they have not encountered before.
While the big story, assessment wise, is the awarding of the first round of reformed A level
specifications there a number of other features in the worlds of A level and GCSE which are worth
developing an understanding of.
The first year of awarding in the first tranche of reformed A levels, was also the first year of awarding
in the first tranche of reformed GCSEs.
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Figure 1.4 GCSE grade boundaries: reformed GCSEs: AQA
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Figure 1.4 gives the grade boundaries for the first awarding in the new GCSE specifications for the
AQA awarding body. These figures are of interest on two levels. Most colleges are only delivering
these specifications for the first time in 2018, but all will have enrolled students in September 2017
who would have taken these exams. Looking at these figures carries the same health warnings as
looking at A level grade boundaries. We should not be imagining that we see subject ‘difficulty’ is the
mark for a 7 is higher for one board than for another. The real value of this data will be to see the
picture develop over time.
There is one feature of the data that we ought to consider, and that is the impact that the above
figures might have on behaviour in schools. For us, the aim of scrutinising GCSE grades is to
understand our intake, and to help those students who do not pass GCSE when in schools to do so
when they study with us. For schools the significance of GCSEs is rather more complex. It is the
essence of their accountability structures, and the ways that schools approach GCSEs is both
strategic and tactical. The reform to Maths GCSE promised ‘fat maths’. We were told that students
leaving school would have a grasp of significantly more mathematical content than previous
generations. It will be interesting to see how schools will respond to a Maths higher paper with just
40.8% of the marks required for a grade 6 (currently the typical entry requirement for A level
Maths). In other words, students can fail to understand (or perhaps schools could fail to teach)
approaching 60% of the content and students still attain the equivalent of a high grade B. Perhaps
we will see the use of tactical delivery where schools deliberately miss out sections of the
specifications in order that they may spend time consolidating other aspects. Technically this is
malpractice, as one of the things a centre signs up for with a qualification is that they will teach the
full specification. 2017 saw a significant increase in the number of students entered for the
foundation paper, probably reflecting an accountability regime which prioritises securing a grade 5
over higher grades.
Let us pause and consider how our understanding has developed over the past year. We return to
the structure we used last year, and group the issues into those things that are now ‘known knows’,
and those which remain ‘known unknowns’.
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Known knowns
•

Nationally, AS level entries are in steep decline. In 2014, there were 1,412,934. In 2017 there
were 728,039, a drop of 48.5%. The only institution type seeing an increase in AS level entry
is selective schools.
Figure 1.5: AS level entries 2014 to 2017
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•

Ofqual were true to their word about enforcing the use of comparable outcomes to peg
grade profiles to historical levels of performance, and have guaranteed this for the first two
years of the reformed specs with a zero tolerance. The reference data used to establish
indicative grade profiles is not 2016: predictions matrices are derived from 2010 and 2011
data.

•

At GCSE all EBACC subjects are now free from coursework. It was intended that computer
science would be the one exception to this, but Ofqual became concerned about the sharing
of assessment materials on social media, so while students will still need to complete a
coursework task, it will not form part of the assessment. EBACC subjects are important as
there are significant incentives for schools to focus on these subjects. This represents a
significant shift, as schools and students would have relied heavily on performance in
coursework to drive grade profiles. Some schools are responding to this by significantly
increasing their use of mock exams, with some completing four cycles of mocks during years
10 and 11.

•

All EBACC subjects are now on the reformed 9-1 specifications. (English language, English
literature, mathematics, Science subjects, computer science, geography, history or
languages. There are two further years of GCSE reform left, with most remaining subjects
coming on stream next year and seriously minority subjects (biblical Hebrew, Gujerati,
Persian, Portuguese and Turkish) being prepared for first examination in 2020.

•

In 2017, the pass marks in many A level subjects were low. It is expected that these will rise
over time, but they might remain low as increasing numbers of students are retained for a
full two year programme
12

•

GCSE Pass marks were low. This may affect the tactics used in schools around GCSE entry.
Increased use of foundation tier entry may artificially limit the number of students able to
secure a grade 6 or above, and in turn limit the number of students qualified to pursue
certain subjects at A level.

•

Colleges will have to be careful about over-interpreting student grade profiles in the
reformed GCSEs. We cannot assume that a student with a particular GCSE score is similar to
one a few years ago with a similar profile. We must be very careful with individual students
though and take great care at enrolment to understand what their experience of each
subject has been in terms of tiering.

•

Provisional GCSE entry data for 2018 suggests that the trend towards schools students for
increasing numbers of EBACC subjects as continued. 80% of GCSEs are now in these
traditional EBACC subjects. This has implications for GCSE grades on entry for colleges, as
students are likely to be completing GCSE programmes that are a less good ‘fit’ than those
studied by previous cohorts 4

•

We now know what the A level standard is, and what work that received a pass mark in 2017
looks like

Known unknowns
•

We don’t know what will happen to the pass rate over time once the two year protection
promised by Ofqual expires. It is difficult to judge what appetite exam boards will have for
reducing A level pass rates and high grades rates. Given that they are in a competitive
environment, it would be unlikely that they would seek to return to the grade profiles that
were typical pre-curriculum 2000.

4

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/712450/
Report_-_summer_2018_exam_entries_GCSEs_Level_1_2_AS_and_A_levels.pdf
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Figure 1.6: A level grade profile 2001 and 2017 (cumulative)
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In 2001, the last year before the Curriculum 2000 reforms took effect, the A level pass rate
was 89.6%, some 8% lower than it was in 2017. The A* grade was not available in 2011, but
the proportion of students who secured an A grade or higher rose from 18.3% in 2001 to
26.3% in 2017.
•

We do not know if students who have studied the new GCSEs will be better prepared for A
level study than those assessed under the GCSE A*-G regime. We do not yet know about
how school behaviour will change in light of their experiences in delivering GCSE 9 – 1 in
maths and English.

•

At school students are following a narrower, more academic curriculum than has been
typical in recent years. We do not know how this will shape subject choice. It remains very
difficult to get a sense of how student qualification patterns are changing, as in recent years
many students have taken some GCSE qualifications in year 10. Now students are sitting
GCSEs in Year 11, and a change in entry volumes could simply be a one year effect of no year
10 entries which will restore to previous levels after one year. The one subject where there
is a dramatic change in entry volumes is English Literature. In 2017, there was a 48%
increase on entries compared to the year before. This behaviour is driven by the Progress
Eight accountability measure, which rewards students attempting both English GCSE
qualifications. While EBAC subjects have seen increases in entries, all non-EBAC subjects
have seen decreases in entry volumes. It will be at least two years before a stable picture of
GCSE entry (and therefore a stable picture of prior attainment) emerges.

Alongside this reform of GCSEs and A levels, we should be offering a parallel analysis of the BTEC
NQF qualifications, which were initially scheduled to be implemented from 2015. Successive
extensions to the existing BTEC QCF qualifications and institutional nervousness about migrating to
the new qualifications have meant that very few students have reached the end of NQFs in sixth
form colleges Indeed of the 15,119 enrolments on BTEC certificate qualifications due to end in
2016/17, only 936 (6.2%) were on the new qualifications. In schools uptake of the NQF qualifications
is higher, perhaps reflecting a greater sensitivity to league tables imperative or that BTEC courses
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tend to be a relatively small element of provision, and so the risk of lower high grades rate is not
material.
This delayed implementation is problematic for a number of reasons. One of the principal reasons
for the replacement of the old BTECs was the concern that the currency of the qualification was
being reduced by grade inflation. When BTEC qualifications were first graded (2008) just 16% of
students achieved Distinction grades or higher. In this year’s data from sixth form colleges, we find
distinction grades or higher being attained by 57% of extended diploma students, 65.4% of those on
diploma courses and 68.4% of those on subsidiary diplomas. Some universities are now giving very
clear messages about which BTEC qualifications they accept, with some accepting the NQF
qualifications but not the QCF specification for entry.
The politics of this area are complex. We have a government which is really concerned with other
things. Some argue that it has a polarised view of education: A levels for the academic, T levels for
the more practically minded. The applied general route currently occupies a rather uncomfortable
middle ground between the two, and this middle ground might be sacrificed in order to ensure the
success of T levels. The government do want people to migrate to the new qualifications and have
incentivised this in the league tables to encourage them to do so. Pearson, which (understandably) is
trying to protect its market, and seems to want to offer the opportunity to delay migration for as
long as possible. Colleges used to achieving large volumes of high grades are nervous about moving
to the new specifications, and nervous about the implications of externally assessed examined units
in particular. Some university departments are losing faith in the old BTEC specifications. Students
may be able to secure a high grade on a QCF BTEC, but that high grade won’t take them to all the
places that it used to. In all, it is an extraordinarily poorly managed piece of reform and perhaps a set
of problems which could have been avoided if Pearson had been more mindful of the grade inflation
they allowed to happen on their watch.
We should not underestimate the scale of applied general, and by extension the risk that this poses
to sixth form colleges. In 2017, more than 25% of students going to university had at least one BTEC
qualification.
We ought to note also that the movement to linear A levels may well see adjustments to the delivery
of BTECs in colleges. Currently the vast majority of BTEC students are on two consecutive one-year
courses. A student heading for a subsidiary diploma after two years, will spend the first year
completing the certificate qualification. Some colleges are now adjusting their delivery stance and
moving to two-year qualifications to match the A level world. This has implications for performance
analysis as the outcomes on two year courses are very different to those on one-year qualifications.
So far, we have looked at the qualifications students do before they arrive and the qualifications
they do when they are with us. We ought to consider where students go to after they leave us, as
the market for those with level 3 qualifications is an important shaper of the behaviour of those
doing level 3 qualifications. One thing that is causing concern in the sector is the increasing use of
unconditional offers in university entrance. In 2017, 16% of students had at least one unconditional
offer. This can be interpreted as the market for HE places distorting the sixth form phase of
education. It used to be that students tried (and were incentivised) to get the best grades possible.
Now we have significant numbers of students with no motivation to secure higher grades. This is
deeply unhelpful, and it has its roots in the removal of the ‘AAB cap’. The AAB cap was a restriction
affecting top universities which limited the proportion of students they could take with top grades.
In 2012, the restrictions on universities taking students with grades AAB were lifted. Top universities
used this as an opportunity to expand without compromising the quality of their intake. In turn, this
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has created significant pressure on ‘recruiter’ universities, who find fewer students applying, and
have happened upon unconditional offers as a way of securing students. This is particularly
problematic in a linear world, as students receive HE offers before they have done any exams that
count towards their overall qualifications. In 2017, 16% of eighteen-year-old UCAS applicants
studying A level, received at least one unconditional offer 5. For BTEC students the figures are even
higher, with 28% of students receiving at least one unconditional offer (reflecting the recruitment
patterns of different universities). BTEC students have relatively low levels of prior attainment
compared to A level students and are more likely to apply to recruiter universities. At higher tariff
universities, just 3% of entrants have a BTEC background. At lower tariff universities, the figure is
50% of entrants with a BTEC background.
We now find that we have two different university issues for BTEC students: some not accepting QCF
BTEC qualifications, and others accepting BTEC students regardless of their performance at level 3.
The Department for Education is really concerned about retention of ex-BTEC students in
universities. While studying BTEC may not be the only causal factor of struggles at university, it
remains the fact that one third of ex-BTEC students fail to complete their degrees. 6
Before we return to focus on the world of sixth form colleges, there is one final contextual piece we
might consider. Much has been made of grade inflation at A level in recent decades, and we have
noted concerns about grade profiles on BTEC qualifications above. But what are the patterns in
higher education? The Higher Education Statistical Agency started tracking national patterns in
degree awarding in 1995.
Figure 1.7: Awarding of first class degrees: 1995 to 2015
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Figure 1.7 tracks the proportion of first class degrees awarded at five-year intervals from 1995
onwards. Figure 1.8 breaks down degree classifications for each of these years.

UCAS End of Cycle Report 2017: Offer making, pp-17-18. https://www.ucas.com/corporate/data-andanalysis/ucas-undergraduate-releases/ucas-undergraduate-analysis-reports/2017-end-cycle-report
6
Report at http://www.hepi.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Hepi_Reforming-BTECs-Report-9409_02_17-Web.pdf
5
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Figure 1.8: Degree classification profile: 1995 to 2015
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Awarding of first class degree has trebled in twenty years. It does vary hugely by subject. In 2010-11,
8.1% of law students gained a first, but 30.0% of mathematics students did 7 If you look at it in terms
of raw numbers the figures are even more dramatic. In 1995, 16,000 first class degrees were
awarded. In 2015, the figure was 63,923. There are almost as many first class degrees awarded now
as there were degrees of any class awarded in 1992. Anyone who gets a ‘good degree’ now is in a
much larger pool than one who secured a good degree in 1992.
There is a serious point about considering the evolving trends of degree awarding, as, just with any
other qualification, the profile of awarding affects the currency of the qualification. It might be that
A level grades become an increasingly important discriminator in the jobs market. 71.5% of
university students may get a ‘good degree’, but the proportion of students gaining top A level
grades is somewhat lower. Perhaps we need to find a way of articulating this to the A level student
coasting on the back of an unconditional offer.
The chapters that follow seek to examine aspects of how the A level reforms have played out in sixth
form colleges.

7

See https://www.theguardian.com/education/mortarboard/2012/jan/16/first-class-degrees-concern-update
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Chapter Two: Retention on Two Year A level Courses
We have talked elsewhere, notably in our discussion about the saw-tooth effect in Chapter One,
about how one of the key issues for the sector with curriculum reform is that it represents the
removal of accrued advantage and the erosion of our understanding of the qualifications we deliver.
Previously we have talked of this in the contexts of teaching and assessment, but the arguments are
equally relevant to the world of quality assurance, and by extension to the worlds of those who seek
to hold us to account for the performance of our students: the Department for Education and
OFSTED.
We have had a stable model of A level delivery for close to two decades, and for the last decade, the
use of comparable outcomes methodology in awarding has ensured consistency in outcomes at A
level and an end to year on year increases in pass rates and high grades rates. For this time we have
had a pretty clear view of how students perform nationally, and how we compare to this national
picture at sector and individual college level.
In an era of rapid and piecemeal change, at best we become unsure about what the level of
performance of our students represents, and at worse we are completely in the dark. The basis for
building an understanding of our own performance is understanding performance nationally. And
there is always a danger in others assuming they know things which remain unknown. I think WB
Yeats may have been thinking about inspection when he noted that: “The best lack all conviction
while the worst. Are full of passionate intensity.”)
The 2018 project gives us our first opportunity to start to build some of this national picture, and in
particular it gives us the opportunity to start to understand patterns of retention on two-year A level
courses. We need to be a little cautious about the data, as it is likely that there are some (though I
suspect not many) enrolments appearing in this data which were in effect students dropping from
four to three subjects, and there will be a degree of error in the full ILR data-sets as colleges adjust
to recording students on two year courses. It does though give us some interesting insights into
emerging patterns of retention over two years.
We start our analysis by looking at patterns of course leaving over time. In total, we have 24,939
enrolments in sixth form colleges which were recorded over two years. When we last looked closely
at retention over two years (in the 2016 Snowblind report), we found that in sixth form colleges
retention of students over two years was 80.4%. 8 Back then it was not possible to consider a
qualification level two-year analysis as students were not recorded on two-year qualifications, and
the picture was further confused by the move from four to three subjects at the end of the lower
sixth year. Patterns of retention and leaving and two years represent a significant gap in our
knowledge.
Figure 2.0 looks at the cohort of students recorded as being on two-year A level courses from 201517. The analysis looks at how ‘leaving’ is distributed over the year.

8

Snowblind: The Six Dimensions Report 2016, p.17.
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Figure 2.0: Courses leavers 2015-17 by month
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In Figure 2.0, we see a clear peak in June and July, but note that leaving is a feature that continues
right up to May of the second year. Funding rules dictate that the way retention is calculated counts
back to the date of last attendance. In Figure 2.0, the peak month for leaving is July. This does not
mean that a significant number of students left in July, it represents those students who left and the
last time they had attended a lesson was in July. Notice that ‘leaving’ happens right though the two
years of a course, with far more leaving after November of the upper sixth year than was the case
under the old AS/A2 arrangements. Note also the numbers with a June leaving date in year one – if
these are college leavers, they are tantalisingly close as counting as being retained, and counting as
such in the retention element of the funding formula. An attendance mark after 30 June secures the
retention for funding purposes – in a college with stable enrolment numbers, this represents £2,000
in lost funding for each student that does not creep over the 30 June threshold. As an aside, colleges
should note that under the current arrangements, it is vital that lower sixth lessons extend beyond
30 June. If they do not (as is the case in some colleges) there is a potential for a significant funding
hit, as students not returning in September are automatically counted as not retained, even if they
completed the entirety of their lower sixth course (and the college met the cost of providing a full
year of education). They are counted back to the last time that they did attend and if that is June,
they are counted as not retained for the year.
Thus far we have looked at the raw numbers to give us a sense of the patterns of when students
leave courses, Figure 2.1 takes the analysis further by looking at what this represents in terms of the
proportion of enrolments that are not retained by producing a cumulative percentage analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Course leavers 2015-17: cumulative % (students on two year enrolments only)
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Overall, 16.4% of those students who were enrolled on two year A level courses failed to complete
the full two years. It is very difficult to come to a judgement of how the retention over two years
compares to retention over two one-year courses. The 4:3 curriculum model in effect included a
built in drop-out rate of 25% before any students actually left for reasons other than dropping a
course at the end of the lower sixth. To complete our understanding here, we need to look at the
retention of students rather than retention on courses. As only one college pursued a fully two-year
model of delivery from 2015-17, it is a little early to complete such an analysis.
We already have noted that retention over two years in 2013-15 was 80.4%. Here we find that
students reached the end of 84% of their courses when recorded over two years. While we are some
way off (probably a year off) being able to say that in a world of two-year courses more students
stay to the end of two years than did when they were enrolled on two one year courses, Figure 2.1
suggests that this is likely to be confirmed. There may be a significant funding bonus here too. More
students staying on into the upper sixth represents higher student numbers for baseline allocations,
and more students moving into the upper sixth represents more staying beyond June 30th, which will
find its way into an improved retention factor in the funding formula. Increased retention into the
upper sixth of 5%, which is not an unreasonable assumption for many colleges will represent a
funding increase of some way north of 2%, which is not to be sniffed at in these challenging times.
In Figure 2.1 we find that 98% of students survive until Christmas, 92% are still there in June, 87%
come back in September, and 83.6 make it to the end of the two years.
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One of the fundamental elements of the six dimensions approach is to look at how things vary
according to prior attainment. Figure 2.2 looks at retention over time in eleven different prior
attainment bands.

Figure 2.2 Retention over two years by GCSE band
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In Figure 2.2 we see there is a clear relationship between a student’s chances of surviving the full
two years and prior attainment. In the top bands, around 90% of students reach the end of the
course, but in lower bands retention falls below 80%. We see a clear contrast in performance
between the top seven bands and the bottom four.
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Figure 2.3 Retention over two years by GCSE band
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Figure 2.3 summarises retention over the full two years. Excluding the bottom band, where there
are very few students, there is a clear relationship between prior attainment and retention on
course. To explain a little about the bottom band, we often see a kick in the tail with value added
measures, as students with an average GCSE score below 4.0 are usually ones with particular
individual circumstances that have restricted performance at GCSE or ones with a very spiky profile
(eg A grades in Maths and Science, F and G grades in English and humanities) and their average GCSE
score may not be a true reflection of their abilities.
At the top end of the prior attainment spectrum we find retention at 90% indicating that 10% of the
courses that are started are not completed. This might represent 10% of students leaving college
altogether, or 30% of students dropping one of their three courses. In a 3:3 world the operational
significance of this will depend on the extent to which it is the former and the extent to which it is
the latter. Once we get to an average GCSE score of 5.8 or below, we find retention has fallen below
80%, below 5.2 we find it is below 75%.
The conclusion here is that retention provides us with a fundamentally different set of challenges in
a linear world. One set of challenges relates to the monitoring of progress over time in the absence
of external exams. One relates to the absence of a ‘natural’ leaving point during the course, and the
other relates to having students starting on only three courses, who will require alternative
programmes if they do not complete the courses they start.
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Chapter Three: Performance in linear A level Exams in Sixth Form
Colleges in 2017
The data-set we have comprises data from 93 colleges regarding the A level performance of 80,551
candidates in the reformed subjects.
Our analysis involves comparing performance in the reformed A levels in 2017 with that in the same
group of subjects in 2016. It is a value added analysis, and so seeks to examine whether students
made similar progress from their GCSE starting points in both years. Such an analysis adjusts for any
changes in the ability profile of candidates. In effect, what this shows us is whether students secured
similar outcomes to similarly qualified students the year before.
Figure 3.0: Overall value added score (2017 entries in reformed A levels)
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Figure 3.0 provides the summary picture in value added terms. Overall, students in our 93 centres
performed marginally below those the previous year, and marginally below is probably overstating
things. A score of -0.01 is equal to one in a hundred students securing a grade lower than the 2016
benchmark. Overall then, there is no significant story about a dramatic change in outcomes.
There are two points of interpretation worth mentioning here. The first is that this is exactly what
we should have expected to see and should expect to see for the first two years in each of the
reformed subjects. Ofqual were clear from the outset that there was no overall intention to make
these A levels ‘harder’ than the modular ones, and so we should expect to see similar grades
awarded. Secondly though, this is also reassuring in another way. It suggests that overall at least, the
new qualifications did not disadvantage students in large sixth form providers. It may be that a
subject by subject analysis reveals peaks and troughs in different subjects.
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Figure 3.1: Value added across the prior attainment spectrum (2017 entries in reformed A levels)
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Figure 3.1 extends the analysis by breaking down performance across the ability range. The black
line represents performance in 2016. The red lines represent performance in 2017 at different points
in the prior attainment spectrum. If a red bar extends above the black line it would mean that
performance in 2017 was better than that in 2016. We see that performance almost exactly follows
the patterns of 2016, though a keen eye might detect a very slight gap between performance in the
two years at the top of the ability range (6.4+).
Thus far, the 2017 outcomes look like a bit of a non-event, with students overall securing almost
identical grades to students the previous year. When we start to look at individual subjects things
get a little more interesting.
Figure 3.2: Value added performance by subject: 2017 performance against 2016 benchmarks
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In Figure 3.2, each of the bars represents one of the reformed A level subjects. To generate a value
added score, outcomes for all students completing these qualifications have been compared to the
benchmarks established in the analysis of 2016 results. If a bar extends to the left of the zero line it
indicates that students in 2017 performed less well that similarly qualified peers the year before. A
bar extending to the right of the zero line suggests a cohort that has performed better than similarly
qualified peers the year before. The scale expresses these differences in terms of grades per entry.
We see that there are no subjects that have seen a change equal to a fifth of a grade per entry or
higher (0.20 / -0.20).
This analysis is important, as it tells us the extent to which reformed A level specifications are
generating similar results to the year before and, by extension, whether we can rely on value added
measures based on historical benchmarks to give us an accurate picture of performance in 2017. We
see that certain Art specifications have seen significantly changed performance. Fine Art, the largest
of the art cohorts, sees a drop of 0.16, equal to one in six students getting a grade lower than
equally qualified peers the year before. In Economics and Business we see that the 2017 cohort
outperformed the 2016 cohort by a distance, but while significant, this is still only a change of a
tenth of a grade per entry, or one in ten students performing a grade above the levels achieved in
2016.
There is one variable which is worth exploring this year which has not been an issue in value added
analysis for over fifteen years, and that is the impact of course duration on outcomes. In our data-set
about 20% of the enrolments were delivered over two years. In reality that means that 80% of
enrolments were in departments that had taken a modular approach, with a formal AS level exam,
albeit one that did not contribute to the final grade, at the half way point. The other 20% had
followed a two-year methodology. The analysis that follows examines whether students following
these two pathways had similar results.

Figure 3.3: Overall value added score (2017 entries in reformed A levels) by course duration
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Figure 3.3 gives the headline figures. The contrast we see is immediate and dramatic. While students
who had followed the faux-modular route with AS level exams at the half-way point performed
slightly above students from the previous years, the students who has pursued a two-year fully
linear model had not. The score of -0.20 suggests that one in five students scored a grade lower than
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similarly qualified students from the year before. To put it another way, for every two students, at
least one of them would have dropped a grade in one of their subjects.
How can we explain these contrasting fortunes? The root of the issue is probably found in the way
that AS exams provide a branching point where, hitherto, large numbers of students have left the
system based on the ‘evidence’ (reliable or otherwise) of performance in external exams. Without
this formal branching point, significant numbers of students that are not performing well survive
until the second year, and other underperforming students do not have a reality check at the end of
the first year that causes them to change their approach, or enabled support to be put in place to
help students make progress.
This will of course only be a problem with a short shelf life. In time, fewer and fewer students will sit
AS level exams.
While one could argue that the end of the AS hurdle is a good thing, as it prevented significant
numbers of students who would have developed the necessary understanding and skills in their
second year from ever sitting an A level exam, I do think there is something to be concerned about
here. It suggests that what we lose in a two-year course is momentum. As we plan our ‘fully linear’
worlds, be must be mindful of the need to create two years of momentum, purpose and flow.
Note also that while AS level entries collapsed in sixth form colleges this year, in one institution type
there was actually an increase in the number of entries: grammar schools. If our competitors retain
an AS style model, it may well entrench their high levels of performance.
We can look at performance by GCSE band to explore this further:
Figure 3.4 Value added across the prior attainment spectrum (one year students)
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Figure 3.5: Value added across the prior attainment spectrum (two year students)
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Figure 3.5 is particularly instructive. It suggests that the two-year effect is felt across the ability
range. It is not simply a matter of additional ‘poorly qualified’ students reaching the end of two years
and then not doing very well. This consolidates the view suggested above that one of the issues here
is one of maintaining ambition and momentum. The two year effect will be invisible once everyone
follows a two year model, but those institutions that seize the learning point here and design their
learning programmes with momentum, purpose and flow in mind my well accrue significant benefit.
The challenge for us is to ensure that it is the sixth form college sector that seizes this opportunity.
We can break this down further by comparing the grade profile for the one year and two year
students with that for all students in 2016. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are ‘seven outcomes’ graphs. The
shaded background represents performance in 2016, the thin sticks represent performance in 2017
in eleven different prior attainment bands.
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Figure 3.6: Grade profile versus 2016 across the prior attainment spectrum (one year students)
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In Figure 3.6 we see how the performance of the one year students matches exactly the
performance of students the year before, even though the analysis is looking at performance in
reformed specifications.
Figure 3.7: Grade profile versus 2016 across the prior attainment spectrum (two year students)
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In Figure 3.7 we see the contrast between students who prepared for A level without the ‘benefit’ of
the AS exam and the performance of similarly qualified students the year before. There are a few
interesting features revealed by the data. Firstly, at lower levels of prior attainment (5.2 – 5.5 and
below), there are more students failing their exams, but above this level students are failing in equal
proportions to the year before. Where the difference lies is in securing the higher grades. If we look
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at the bands for 6.4 – 6.7 to 7.0 – 7.5 we see the students getting fewer A* grades, then fewer A
grades and fewer B grades than was the case the previous year.
Figure 3.7 confirms that students who have followed a two year programme have fared less than
their peers who took AS level at the half way point. Far from being damaged by this slight diversion
at the end of year one, and there were many teachers who declared that the unnecessary distraction
in preparing students for an exam that they did not need to do would undermine the whole course,
students seem to have been strengthened by the experience.
We did explore other variables here. It could be that the sample of colleges who adopted a two-year
model is unusual. We might also consider whether what we are seeing here is an institution level
effect. Institutions that moved (in whole or in part) to a linear model may well have been those
suffering the effects of funding cuts most acutely. It is true that the average GCSE score is slightly
lower on two year courses (6.0 rather than 6.2 on one year courses) but a chunk of that will be
accounted for by extra students in the lower GCSE bands reaching the upper sixth year.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 explore the contrast in performance between one year and two year students in
each of the reformed subjects.
Figure 3.8 performance in 2017 versus performance in 2016 by subject (one year students)

Grades per Completer
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Figure 3.9 performance in 2017 versus performance in 2016 by subject (two year students)
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In Chapter One we explored many of the concepts necessary to develop a proper understanding of
performance in examinations. We ought to briefly refer the reader back to phenomena such as
tactical delivery, the saw-tooth effect, the reverse saw-tooth effect, comparable outcomes and
moderation effects and remember the remarkably low pass marks in many reformed subjects in the
summer of 2017.
Key points
•
•

•

•

Overall performance in reformed subjects in sixth form colleges in 2017 was almost exactly
in line with that of similarly qualified students in 2016
There are some subjects where performance is significantly different to that in 2016, but we
do not have the data to establish whether this is a sixth form college phenomenon or
something more widespread
The key difference in performance is between those students who pursued A level study
with the AS exam at the half way point and those that did not. The gap of 0.25 suggests that
one in four students scored a grade lower on the two year linear pathway
In some subjects this year the pass mark boundary was low, and in some instances as low as
20%.
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Chapter Four: The Quality of Equality
In its most recent inspection framework, Ofsted made significant reference to performance gaps.
Indeed, the Ofsted Inspection Dashboard breaks down performance into various groups. There are
however several crucial elements of performance that are missing from the Ofsted analysis. No
attention is paid to the retention rates in institutions for various groups, and while the gaps between
certain groups in value added (key stage 4 to key stage 5) terms are revealed, what is not
demonstrated is the size of a particular gap nationally. To put it simply, your gap in progress
between male and female students might look large, with male students outperforming female
students by half a grade per entry, but if the national figure is a grade per entry, you are actually
doing rather well.
The six dimensions analysis aims to provide a much fuller picture of equality and diversity than that
available from national sources. In the standard college reports there is analysis by retention and
grades per completer, but perhaps the crucial piece of the picture that is provided is the national
context for sixth form colleges for each individual group.
In this section, we work through some of the data on equality and diversity, paying particular
attention to gender and offering some reflections on the relationship between socio-economic
background and performance.
Figure 4.0: student progress by E&D monitoring group: AS and A level 2017

Student Progress by E&D Monitoring Group
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Figure 4.0 provides an analysis of student progress by equality and diversity category. The graph
reports in terms of grades per entry, and focuses only on those who reach the end of the course and
take exams. Course leavers are excluded from the analysis. A score of 0.1 would suggest that one in
ten students in the group in question secure a grade higher than would be expected. A score of -0.05
would suggest that one in twenty students secured a grade below expectation. As this is a value
added analysis, it considers whether the group in question make similar progress to similarly
qualified students nationally. Data is presented for both AS level and A level qualifications.
Our analysis works by grouping students and it is worth pausing to consider what each of the
categories in the analysis represents. Our first grouping provides a simple contrast between the
performance of male and female students. The White and BME analysis involves grouping all
students with a white background into one category, and all those with a black or minority ethnic
heritage into another. This is followed by a subdivision of the ethnic groups into black, Asian,
Chinese, mixed heritage and other. In the college reporting, these groups are further subdivided into
their constituent parts. There are often contrasts in performance between (for example) Asian –
Indian and Asian – Pakistani students. LLDD represents learners with learning difficulties and
disabilities. We shall see below that the division of this group into its constituent parts is often
instructive. The performance of those students in receipt of free college meals is contrasted with
those not in receipt and is followed by an analysis by income quartile. Finally, we group students into
three different ability bands. While the national score for these three groups is always zero, in
individual colleges this is not always the case.

The income quartile analysis is derived from an analysis of the IDACI rank of each student’s
postcode. IDACI is short for Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index, and measures the
proportion of children under the age of sixteen that live in low-income households. The IDACI
process divides the country in to around 38,000 districts, which are then ranked. Once the ranking is
complete it is possible to attach a percentile rank to each district. The map above looks at
Winchester, and shows how sophisticated the mapping process is as it forms areas with a reasonably
homogenous socio-economic backgrounds. The different colours represent different income deciles,
with the redder colours representing the most deprived areas (specifically, those areas with the
highest proportion of children in low income households). Anyone with a passing familiarity with
Winchester will recognise the various districts and estates. Our analysis looks at income quartiles,
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with the bottom income quartile drawing together those students who live in those districts with the
highest proportions of low income households, and so forth. The contrasting philosophy between
IDACI analysis and free college meal analysis is interesting. The analysis of students in receipt of free
college meals is about looking at the impact of a student’s individual financial context; IDACI is about
looking at the impact of the community in which a student lives. Both are instructive.
Returning to Figure 4.0, what is particularly interesting is the way the patterns at AS level are
reproduced at A level. This gives us confidence that what we are seeing is not background statistical
volatility but a feature of the groups under consideration. Those groups that tend to do well at AS
level tend to do well at A level.
We find that male students (+0.05) make more progress than female students (-0.05). The overall
gap of 0.1 suggesting that one in ten male students secure a grade higher than similarly qualified
female students. This is a reversal of the patterns seen at GCSE where female students outperform
male students by some distance. Overall, white students outperform those from a BME background,
but this BME disadvantage is not evenly distributed across different ethnic groups. Chinese students
make dramatically more progress than other groups, while black students make relatively poor
progress at AS level and A level. Remember that students from a Chinese background have already
over-performed at GCSE, making the performance here all the more remarkable. It is worth
reflecting on what set of cultural attributes contribute to this success.
Students in receipt of free college meals perform less well than students not in receipt of free
college meals, and this feature is echoed in the data on performance by income quartile. The income
quartile measure is a neighbourhood measure rather than an individual circumstance measure. The
data suggests that living in a disadvantaged neighbourhood is just as significant a feature as living in
a disadvantaged household. If anything, at A level neighbourhood is fractionally more important
than household. This has implications for the way we think about responding to the students we
recruit, and does not require us to conduct any intrusive investigations of household finances before
we can identify students likely to be at risk of underperformance.
In the six dimensions reports we use this national analysis as a benchmark for exploring performance
in individual institutions. It provides a second way of cutting performance data. While there is
something very useful looking at performance on a subject by subject basis, we can also learn from
looking at how our performance with certain groups of students relates to national patterns.
We can repeat this analysis by equality and diversity monitoring group looking at retention. Again,
we conduct a value added analysis, which has already taken into account the differing starting points
of students. Any differences that we find can not be explained away by differences in ‘ability’ of the
students in the group in question.
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Figure 4.1: Retention by E&D monitoring group
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The first thing to notice in Figure 4.1 is the scale. There is no group which performs more than 2.5%
away from the performance of all similarly qualified students nationally. Note the contrast between
the performance of BME students in this context and the context of the grades students achieve.
This headline analysis does not provide the whole picture though, and the six dimensions reports
also break down performance further. We can subdivide the ethnic categories into individual
constituents, and breakdown the Learners with Learning Difficulties and Disabilities (LLDD) into
individual learning difficulties and disabilities. Note that the funding returns now allocate students to
a primary LLDD group. If students are in more than one they will only appear in one in the ILR.
Figure 4.2 breaks down the AS level retention data into different LLDD categories. While overall
LLDD was 1.5% below expectation, this is not the same for all groups and there are two groups which
stand out here: mental health difficulty and social and emotional difficulty. Of all the categories the
analysis looks at, these are the two groups where students are much less likely to reach the end of
the lower sixth year. If they do complete the first year they tend to complete the two years of study,
and if they reach the end they perform pretty in line with other students. This gives us a useful steer
as to where we should focus our efforts.
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Prefer not to say / Not Provided - 785
starts

Visual impairment - 355 starts

Other specific learning difficulty - 1452
starts
Social and emotional difficulties - 1209
starts
Temporary disability after illness - 90
starts

Other physical disability - 241 starts

Other medical condition - 7020 starts

Other learning difficulty - 633 starts

Other disability - 205 starts

Moderate learning difficulty - 522 starts

Mental health difficulty - 1745 starts

Hearing impairment - 321 starts

Dyslexia - 2248 starts

Disability affecting mobility - 231 starts

Autism spectrum disorder - 357 starts

Asperger’s Syndrome - 485 starts

Figure 4.2: Retention by learning difficulty and disability (AS level)
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Chapter Five: The Gender Agenda
It has been evident in previous six dimensions reports that there is a gap in performance between
male and female students. Put simply, male students make more progress from their GCSE starting
points than female students. This is, perhaps, to be expected. The gap between male and female
performance at GCSE is significant: if this represents male underperformance then a narrowing of
the gap during the sixth form phase as male students make up some of the lost ground has a certain
logic to it.
The first tranche of reformed A levels give us an interesting opportunity to explore the issue of
gender and performance again. One question we raised last year was whether A level reform would
increase the gender gap we had identified in previous years. With a few notable exceptions, the
reformed A levels are significantly less coursework heavy than the modular A levels they replaced,
and coursework is generally assumed to suit female students better than male students. If this
feature is repeated in the reformed qualifications, then we would expect a further extension of the
gap between male and female students.
The analysis that follows looks at performance in 2017 across 93 colleges. In all instances, the
national performance for all students is zero, so what we see in the analysis is the gap in
performance between the gender in question and the national average.

Figure 5.0: performance in reformed A levels by gender
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Figure 5.0 shows us that when you adjust for subject choice and for prior attainment, male students
did indeed outperform female students. If you combine the +0.07 for male students with the -0.04
for female students, it produced a gap of 0.11: equal to more than one in ten female students
attaining a grade lower than similarly qualified male students.
This provides an important piece of context when considering performance in individual institutions,
but we need also to consider how this plays out in individual subjects and individual institutions. In
examining performance, it is useful to know if what one is looking at is part of a national picture, or
whether it is a relatively local problem.
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 look at value added scores when we separate male and female students. In both
of these graphs the figure for all students is 0.0. If a bar sticks out to the right of the zero line it
suggests that students make more progress than would be expected. If a bar sticks out to the left of
the zero line it suggests that students make less progress than would be expected. The graphs are
ordered from the subject that students of the gender in question make most progress to the subject
where they make the least.
Figure 5.1: Value added scores by subject: female students
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Figure 5.2 Value added scores by subject: male students
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The first observation to make is a crucial one. We already know that male students make more
progress from GCSE starting points than female students. What we now know is that this progress is
not evenly felt across all subjects. Male students may hold the overall advantage, but there are
certain subjects (Art and Design, Sociology, Psychology, most Art subjects) where female students
outperform males.
Figure 5.3 seeks to summarise this by identifying the size of the gap between male and female
performance.
Figure 5.3 Performance gaps (expressed in the size of the male advantage)
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We find the largest gap in Physics, with male students making over six tenths of a grade more
progress per student than their female counterparts. In Chemistry and Computing, four out of ten
males will secure a grade higher than similarly qualified females on entry. The gap in Biology is a
third of a grade per entry. There are however subjects where female students hold the advantage.
This is greatest in Psychology, with one in five female students securing a grade higher than similarly
qualified males.
There will be lots of variables at work here, particularly in relation to modes of teaching and modes
of assessment. I suspect that with computing and physics there is a specific issue relating to the
gender balance in classrooms and in teaching teams: computing classrooms are 90% male, Physics
classrooms are over 80% male. There may be relatively simple approaches, of clustering female
students in a relatively small number of classes for example, which may make a difference here. A
class dominated by males may well be a little intimidating, but how do we explain performance in
Biology, where female students outnumber male students? One can attempt to draw together
themes from those subjects where female students are doing well. There is certainly an Art and
English bias here, and possibly one to do with writing. The males make most progress in science
subjects, but the patterns are not universal. Male students outperform females in English Literature
and History, but do significantly less well in Psychology, which has a significant science bias.
Despite thirty years of the national curriculum, there are still very clear patterns of gender and
subject choice. Figure 5.4 details the gender balance across the reformed subjects.
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Figure 5.4: Exam entries in reformed A levels by gender 2017
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Beyond the patterns in individual subjects, there is a bigger issue of participation at A level: In sixth
form colleges, 60% of A level students are female. In schools in GCSE English, 74% of female students
secured the grade 4 necessary for progression; the figure for boys was just 56%. Perhaps this is part
of the explanation. We are, in effect, more selective with males and only consider letting the top
55% on to A level study where we allow 75% of female students access to college.
In the reformed A level subjects, the gap between male and female performance is 0.11. If we
conduct a similar gender gap analysis for the non-reformed subjects we find a gap of 0.07. While this
is narrower, we ought to be cautious about over-interpreting this difference. Part of the difference
will reflect the nature of the subjects in the linear and modular pools. In the modular pool we have
56,315 enrolments, but almost a quarter of these are in mathematics, which has a very strong
gender gap (0.41) in favour of male students.
Figure 5.5 expressed the gender gap in those subjects which were still modular in 2017, and, for
completeness, Figure 5.6 gives a breakdown of gender gap by subject.
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Figure 5.5: gender gap in modular subjects
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In Figure 5.6, we see some quite significant differences, with male students excelling in mathematics
and modern foreign languages (and, refreshingly, Dance), and students making half a grade more
progress than male students in health and social care.
Figure 5.6 Performance gap (expressed in terms of the male advantage): modular subjects
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Figure 5.7: Exam entries in modular A levels by gender: 2017
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Figure 5.7 explores the gender and participation breakdown in the modular A level subjects.
Thus far it looks like there are fairly entrenched patterns of participation and performance by gender
in sixth form colleges, but the analysis in Figure 5.8 reveals that things might not be quite so
straightforward: it shows us that the overall gender gap is not equally experiences across all sixth
form colleges. In Figure 4.8, each college is represented by a red bar. Those bars extending to the
right of the line represent the colleges where males outperform females. The bars extending to the
left are those where female students outperform males. What is interesting is that there is huge
variation from our ‘average’ score of 0.11. There are some colleges where six in ten male students
secure a grade higher than similarly qualified female students.
It suggests that male over-performance is not inevitable, but is something to do with cultures of
learning at individual institutions. There are some colleges where more than six in ten male students
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secure a grade higher than similarly qualified female students, but elsewhere six in ten female
students are getting a grade higher than their male counterparts.

Figure 5.8: gender and performance by college
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Before we close this chapter, there is one qualification that is worthy of some attention: the
extended project. The extended project is associated with very high rates of progression to HE, and
those students the complete the project secure higher grades in their A level subjects than students
who do not. This might be a self-selecting sample, as the sort of student that attempts the extended
project might be the sort of student that is thriving in a sixth form college. The selection of extended
project might reflect their qualities as a learner, rather than the extended project giving students
advanced qualities as a learner. It might be a bit of both.
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Figure 5.9 Extended project outcomes: male and female students
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There are two significant features when we look at the extended project in sixth form colleges. Most
startlingly, of the 7,548 who completed an extended project in 2017, 64% were female: the students
attempting the qualification were almost twice as likely to be female as they were to be male. Part
of this reflects the female bias in overall sixth form college enrolments, but the pattern in extended
project is more pronounced than it is in the average subject. This should give colleges some cause to
reflect on the approaches they use to recruit students to the extended project.
Figure 5.9 shows the outcomes for these students. The gap between male and female performance
is 0.22 – almost a quarter of a grade per entry. For every five female students that attempts the
project, at least one of them will secure a grade higher than similarly qualified males. Perhaps what
we are seeing here is a reflection of the female coursework bias we talked of earlier. The extended
project provides a really interesting case study in other ways – it is the qualification where
performance varies most widely from college to college. If a college has an underperforming
extended project offer, it is certainly something that can be solved with attention to the structure of
delivery, support for students through the project and the nature and intensity of feedback. It is a
really interesting example of what can be achieved when colleges are fully in control of delivery,
assessment and (initial) marking. If we extend this logic to GCSE reform, we may well see shifts in the
schools that achieve the best GCSE results, as those that were really focused on coursework
performance lose their competitive advantage.
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Chapter Six: Programmes of Study and
Patterns of Enrolment
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CURRICULUM REFORM
The 2018 project finds us some years in to funding and curriculum reform, and we are becoming
increasingly able to explore the impact of these changes. We can see fundamental changes to
patterns of enrolments. AS level entries have dropped dramatically since 2014-15, which was the
last ‘lower sixth’ year prior to the implementation of reform.
Figure 6.0: AS enrolments 2014-15 to 2016-17
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2016-17 was the last year where there were any AS levels available which would contribute to
overall A level marks. This drop in entry volumes will also be affected by colleges moving from four
subjects in the lower sixth to three subjects as the standard programme.
While the number of enrolments on AS level have dropped sharply, and far faster than awarding
bodies expected, enrolments on two year A level have increased dramatically. The majority of
enrolments on A level programmes due to end in 2018 were on two year courses. The recording of
students on two year courses is being fully embraced. In part this will reflect colleges embracing a
fully linear model, in part it will be people moving from four subjects in the lower sixth to three. For
others it will be driven by financial imperatives, with AS exam fees a luxury that many can no longer
afford. Note that some colleges have retained AS level though. It will be interesting to see whether
there is any gain in terms of momentum, purpose and flow of those retaining AS level exams.
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Figure 6.1: Enrolments on two year A levels 2015-17 and 2016-18
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Figure 6.1 demonstrates the significant increase of two-year recording of A level enrolments. Figure
6.2 looks at the total volume of enrolments AS level and one the first year of a two-year A level
course. We see that total enrolments on A and AS level courses has dropped year on year as
students move from a four subject to a three subject model.
Figure 6.2: Total enrolments on AS level and A level: 2014-16 to 2016-18
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Of course curriculum reform and the implications of programmes of study reform are not limited to
A level provision. Our 2016-17 data-set sees a significant increase in the use of CTEC qualifications. In
2016-17, there were 4,874 enrolments on CTEC courses, compared to 2,620 in 2015-16. Uptake of
the ‘new’ BTEC NQF qualifications is slow. Of 15,119 enrolments on BTEC Certificate qualifications
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(for example, just 936 (6.2%) were on the new route. There is a marked contrast in performance
between old and new BTEC qualifications. On QCF qualifications, 70% of students secured a
Distinction or Distinction* grade. On the new NQF qualification, the Distinction / Distinction* rate
was just 20%.
Figure 6.3: performance on BTEC Certificate qualifications 2016-17: QCF versus NQF qualifications
BTEC Certificate (QCF)
BTEC Certificate (NQF)
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There are a remarkable number of students doing English and Maths GCSE resit courses in sixth form
colleges. Across English and Maths, 29,878 students were enrolled on GCSE re-sit courses due to end
in 2017. Note that the Maths and English progress measures in the achievement and attainment
tables covered just 12,141 enrolments across the subjects.
A number of centres adopted the GCSE 9 – 1 qualifications early. In English Language, there were
2,855 enrolments across 28 colleges. In Mathematics, there was 254 enrolments across 15 colleges,
but only 5 had more than 10 students following the revised specification. Performance on the 9 – 1
qualifications were broadly in line with those on the A*-G qualifications.

PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
The programmes of study reform changed the way that students are funded, changed the way that
schools and colleges are judged in the leagues tables and changed the ways that Ofsted inspects
colleges. What unites funding bodies, the department for education and Ofsted, is that they are yet
to develop appropriate ways of measuring the effectiveness of study programmes. In the sixth
dimensions analysis we present a number of measures that explore performance at the level of the
whole student.
In this section, we consider the background to these programmes of study measures, examining how
retention and achievement varies by prior attainment, and looking at the extent to which students
from different backgrounds make equal performance.
Our analysis focuses on the programmes of study followed by 69,163 students enrolling in sixth form
colleges in 2015, due to leave in Summer 2017. The data-set embraces those on A level programmes,
those on BTEC/CTEC programmes and those on a mix of A level and vocational courses. To qualify as
‘starting’ in the analysis, students had to enrol on a programme of equivalent width to at least three
A level subjects.
Figure 6.4 focuses on retention over two years, and considers four different retention outcomes:
leaving during year one, leaving between year one and year two, leaving during year two and
completing the two year programme of study.
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Figure 6.4: Programme completion by prior attainment
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In Figure 6.4, students are divided into eleven bands, arranged from the highest levels of prior
attainment towards the right, and the lowest levels of prior attainment towards the left. At the
highest levels of prior attainment, virtually all students complete their programmes of study. At prior
attainment falls, we see that increasing numbers of students leave, particularly during year one and
between year one and year two.
These patterns are important as they reveal the serious limitations of any measures that do not seek
to adjust for the prior attainment profiles of the students concerned. There are colleges that recruit
almost exclusively from the top four bands. There are others that recruit largely from those students
in the bottom four bands. To treat them as if they are doing the same thing is a gross
oversimplification, and, sadly, characteristic of many of the measures in the performance tables.
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Figure 6.5: retention over two years 2015-17
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Figure 6.5 summarises retention over two years. This provides us with important information which
we do not get from an analysis of retention at course level. It allows us to see the extent to which
whole students leave college from different starting points. In the top two bands, 97% of students
reach the end of two years. In the bottom three bands a full quarter of students leave. This prompts
several questions regarding the sort of courses students attempt and their chances of success.
Getting things right for students at lower levels of prior attainment is a matter of some importance.
Consider also the significance of the move to two-year programmes. The patterns we see in Figures
6.4 and 6.5 are based on students who were recorded on one-year programmes of study in 2015. To
what extent will students stay on in greater number in the fully linear world, and to what extent will
this require us to re-tool our pastoral systems, to enable us guide students through the upper sixth
year?
In Figures 6.6 and 6.7 we repeat the analysis looking at the extent to which students reach certain
thresholds of success over two years. We consider achieving two A level courses or equivalent,
achieving a standard three A level equivalent programme, and achieving four A levels or equivalent.
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Figure 6.6: Programme achievement by prior attainment
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In Figure 6.6, ‘other outcomes’ represents leaving the course early or achieving just one A level. We
see the same patterns as we did with retention: at higher levels of prior attainment most students
achieve at least three A levels, while in the lower bands close to 50% of students do not achieve this
threshold. Figure 6.7 focuses on the percentage of students in each band that achieve three or more
A levels or equivalent qualifications.
Figure 6.7: Proportion of students achieving 3 or more A levels / equivalents: 2015-17 cohort
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Thus far we have looked at the outcomes for all of the students in each of the bands, but within each
of these bands there are students on quite distinct routes: Pure A level programmes, pure BTEC
programmes and programme of BTEC and A level qualifications. Figures 6.8 to 6.10 break down
performance into these constituent routes.
Figure 6.8: level 3 students by curriculum route
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Figure 6.8 examines the composition of students in each of the eleven bands. We find that in the top
bands, almost all students are on A level programmes, whereas BTEC students dominate in the lower
prior attainment bands.
Figure 6.9 Retention over two years by curriculum route
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Figure 6.9 looks at retention over two years, with a view to establishing whether there are
significant differences in a student’s chances of being successful on the different routes. We find
with average GCSE scores below 5.5, students on pure A level programmes are less likely to
complete their studies than students on other routes. In the 4.7 to 5.2 band, for example, 78% of
students on BTEC programmes last the two years, compared to 71% of A level students.
Figure 6.10 Achievement of three or more A levels by curriculum route
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Figure 6.10 looks at a student’s chances of achieving three or more A levels in each of the bands. We
find that the differences are much more pronounced than they were when we looked at retention.
This suggests that on certain routes there are significantly more students that end up on two A level
equivalent programmes. With average GCSE scores below 6.4 students are much more likely to
achieve an equivalent to three A level qualifications if they are on pure BTEC programmes. It will be
interesting to see how this develops over time, and whether the move to a 3:3 model of delivery
leads to more students leaving with a two A level equivalent achievement.
We can also explore performance in terms of the same equality and diversity characteristics that we
used at course level. Figure 6.11 provides a breakdown of the characteristics of students on level 3
programmes at sixth form colleges.
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Figure 6.11: Composition of level 3 cohort by equality and diversity characteristics
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In Figure 6.11, we see that female students are significantly overrepresented, that over a quarter of
students are from a black or minority ethnic background, that 16% of students have a recognised
learning difficulty or disability, that approaching 10% are in receipt of free college meals, and that
sixth form colleges take a quarter of their students from the quarter of communities that are most
disadvantaged.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 consider the outcomes over two years for these students, using the same
approach that we used to examine the performance of students at different levels of prior
attainment above.
What is important to note he is what we are presenting (once again) is a value added analysis. We
are looking at whether the group in question performs similarly to all students with a similar prior
attainment background. If a group is relatively well qualified, the model will expect them to perform
at a higher level than a group that is less well qualified.
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Figure 6.12: Retention over two years by equality and diversity characteristics (2015-17 cohort)
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Figure 6.12 looks at retention for the full two years of a level 3 course. If a group performs exactly in
line with similarly qualified students nationally it scores zero. The top performing group here is
Chinese students, suggesting they are over 6% more likely to complete their programme of study
than other students with similar GCSE grades. Note the relationship between income quartile and
retention. It suggest that those students in the highest income quartile are 3.5% more likely to
survive the two years of a course than students with similar GCSE grades in the bottom quartile.
Colleges spend a lot of time focusing on support for students with challenging individual financial
circumstances. It might be that focusing on keeping students from relatively disadvantaged
communities would be a fruitful line to pursue.
Figure 6.13 repeats the analysis looking at the proportion of students successfully securing at least
three A levels or equivalent. Here we see that male students outperform female students, that
ethnic minorities outperform white students, a clear relationship between deprivation and
performance and a suggestion that those students with learning difficulties and disabilities may be
worthy of further attention.
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Figure 6.13: Achievement of three A levels by equality and diversity characteristics (2015-17)
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Figure 6.14: Retention over two years by learning difficulty and disability category (2015-17)
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It suggests that almost all groups who receive support for learning difficulties and disabilities make
better progress than those who are not identified as such. There are two important exceptions to
this, and that is students with mental health difficulties (-14%) and those with social and emotional
difficulties (-9.6%).
These programmes of study measures are instructive as they reflect many aspects of the institution.
While subject level value added reflects teaching, programmes of study analysis reflects the quality
of pre-course guidance, the quality of pastoral care, study support, assessment and monitoring.
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Appendix One: understanding six
dimensions reports
Six dimensions reports provide an extended value added analysis of performance in an individual
school or college. Whereas traditional value added models restrict themselves to examining the
grades students get in the exams they take, six dimensions reports consider a much wider basket of
measures of performance. The analysis encompasses all students who started courses, not just those
that sit exams.
The six dimensions measures cover percentage measures and grade based measures. In essence, the
measures examine whether students perform at the level that would be expected of similarly
qualified students attempting similar qualifications nationally. The percentage measures ask
whether the level of performance reached is in line with national patterns. The grades based
measures look at whether students gather the grades that would be typical nationally. One year and
two year courses are reported on separately.
The percentage measure are:
•
•

•

•

•

Attendance – of those that complete a course, is their attendance typical for the subject
in question and the prior attainment profile of the students concerned.
Retention – of those that start the course, is the proportion of students completing the
course typical for the subject in question and the prior attainment profile of the
students concerned.
Pass – of those that complete the course, is the proportion of students that go on to
pass the qualification typical for the subject in question and the prior attainment profile
of the students concerned.
Achievement– of those that start the course, is the proportion that go on to achieve the
qualification typical for the subject in question and the prior attainment profile of the
students concerned. Hitherto, this measure has been referred to as a ‘success rate’, but
the name has been changed to ‘Achievement’ to correspond with the changed
terminology used by the Data Service in the QAR reports.
High grades – of those that start the course, is the proportion that go on to secure a high
grade pass (defined as grades A*- B) typical for the subject in question and the prior
attainment profile of the students.

The grade based measures are:
•

•

•

Grades per starter (GPS) – looking at all the students that started the course, are the
grades that students attained what would be expected of students starting the subject in
question with similar levels of prior attainment.
Grades per completer (GPC) – looking at the students that completed the course, are
the grades that students attained what would be expected of students completing the
subject in question with similar levels of prior attainment.
Grades per achiever (GPA) – looking just at those who passed the qualification, are the
grades that students attained what would be expected of students passing the subject in
question with similar levels of prior attainment.
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Six Dimensions Reports
Core reports for college and subject performance all follow the same basic structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student profile
Value added analysis
Performance by prior attainment band
Four year trend analysis

The idea here is to give management and subject teams the opportunity to examine the context in
terms of the characteristics of the students a department or college is dealing with, explore multiple
dimensions of performance, explore performance across the prior attainment spectrum and
examine performance over time.
Student profile

The student profile data is provided to give a sense of what the profile is in a particular institution,
how this is changing, and how it relates to national patterns. In our example, we see a consistent
picture, with a cohort that is 60% female, with around 15% of students drawn from black and
minority ethnic groups and an average GCSE score around 6.8.

The prior attainment profile is summarised in the graph above. The right hand bar is the national
profile of all students taking the qualification concerned. The blue section represents those with an
average GCSE score below 5.8; the red section represents those students with an average GCSE
score of 6.7 or above. In our example, we can immediately see whether the profile is in line with
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what is typical nationally. Department heads often comment on how their students relate to those
found in the subject nationally – this analysis will allow such discussions to be based on actual
evidence.
Value Added Analysis
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The value added analysis section is where we present the outcomes for the current year in terms of
the various different dimensions of performance.

The percentage-based measures are found towards the left hand side of the graph. Performance in
the individual college or subject concerned is represented by blue bars. The grade-based measures
are presented towards the right hand side and performance in the individual college or subject
concerned is represented by red bars.
National performance is represented by the zero line. If performance is exactly in line with national
performance then the score for the measure in question will be zero. The yellow shaded area
represents the middle 50% of sixth form colleges. The upper limit of this yellow zone is the 75th
percentile, the lower limit of the yellow zone is the 25th percentile. If a bar extends beyond this
yellow area, it indicates that performance is in the top or bottom quarter nationally.
Position
Above 75th percentile
Between 25th and 75th percentile

Below 25th percentile

Interpretation
Scores above the 75th percentile are in the top
quarter nationally
This is, broadly speaking, ‘normal’ performance.
Scores in this range are in the middle 50% of
colleges
Scores below the 25th percentile are in the
bottom quarter nationally

The red lines indicate the limits of one standard deviation around the national line. 68% of scores
will fall within this zone. A bar extending above this would be in the top 16% nationally.
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In our example here, the department is not performing particularly well. We see that attendance is
2% above what would be expected in this particular subject for the profile of students the
department is serving. Retention is some way below expectation, and the pass rate is close to the
national line. The achievement rate is 2% below what would be expected. We see the bar for
retention extends below the yellow zone, indicating that this performance is in the bottom 25%
nationally.
It is also vitally important to (literally) get a sense of proportion when interpreting scores. If there
were only twenty students on a course, then each student represents 5% of the total. On such a
course, a cohort could be 4% below the national rate, but would have been above the national rate
if one more student has achieved the qualification. Even with much larger cohorts it is important to
get a sense of how many additional ‘passes’ would have been required to achieve the national
average, 75th percentile and so forth.
The grades measures express the difference between college performance and national
performance. They express performance in terms of grades per student. If all students get a grade
higher than would be expected the score would by 1.0. If all students got a grade lower than would
be expected, the score would be -1.0.
Score

1.0
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.25
-0.5
-0.75
-1.0

Equates to

In a class of 20 students

All of the students reaching one grade All 20 students getting a grade higher
higher than would be expected
than would be expected
Three-quarters of the students
15 students getting a grade higher
reaching one grade higher than would
than would be expected
be expected
Half of the students reaching one
10 students getting a grade higher
grade higher than would be expected
than would be expected
A quarter of the students reaching one 5 students getting a grade higher than
grade higher than would be expected
would be expected
One in ten students reaching one
2 students getting a grade higher than
grade higher than would be expected
would be expected
One in twenty students reaching a
1 student getting a grade higher than
grade higher than would be expected
would be expected
Students get the grades that would be Students get the grades that would be
expected
expected
One in twenty students attaining one
1 student getting a grade lower than
grade lower than would be expected
would be expected
One in ten students attaining one
2 students getting a grade lower than
grade lower than would be expected
would be expected
A quarter of the students attaining
5 students getting a grade lower than
one grade lower than would be
would be expected
expected
Half of the students attaining a grade 10 students getting a grade lower than
lower than would be expected
would be expected
Three-quarters of the students
15 students getting a grade lower than
attaining one grade lower than would
would be expected
be expected
On average, all students attaining a
All 20 students getting a grade lower
grade lower than would be expected
than would be expected
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Performance by Prior attainment band
In the performance by prior attainment band section we return to the graphical presentation we
used when exploring the relationship between prior attainment, subject and student outcomes. The
shaded background represents national performance in a subject; the narrow bars represent
performance in an individual subject department.
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Note that the display includes the number of students that started the course in each band. We
should be very cautious about over-interpretation if the sample size in a particular band is small. For
example, in the 4.0-4.7 band in the above, there are only four students, so each will represent 25%
of the total. It is performance in the bands where the majority of students lie that will prove most
useful.
It does, however, give us a really clear idea of what happens nationally, and if performance (for good
or bad) is significantly different to what happens nationally in a number of bands, then we need to
know why.
Four year trend analysis

The final presentation of data contrasts raw and value added performance. The value added scores
are colour coded. Performance in the bottom quarter uses a blue font, performance in the middle
half uses a black font, and performance in the top quarter is represented by a red font.
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Programmes of Study reports: programme completion and achievement
The programmes of study reports look at the performance of students over two years. They take as
their starting points students starting a two-year programme of study, and examine how many
students stayed for the full two years, and how successful they were in gaining qualifications at the
end of two years. The analysis looks at those students who started a programme of three or more A
levels, or BTEC equivalents. Some of the students follow a ‘pure BTEC course’, usually a three A level
equivalent extended diploma, others pursue a mix of A levels and BTEC qualifications, some pursue a
pure A level programme. As the model reports on the number of qualifications students achieve,
general studies has been removed from the analysis, as it would distort the analysis in favour of the
small number of colleges that continue to enter students for general studies.
In this analysis students on these varying curriculum pathways are grouped together, as the
intention is for colleges to be able to see the proportion of students achieving various things at
different points in the prior attainment spectrum, regardless of the route they were enrolled on.
There are two different programmes of study reports: programme completion and programme
achievement:
Programme completion reports have three key measures, all based on the number of students who
start Year 12:
1. Proportion of students completing Year 1
2. Proportion of students starting Year 2
3. Proportion of students completing Year 2
Programme achievement reports have three key measures, all based on the number of students
who start Year 12:
1. Proportion of students achieving two or more A levels or BTEC equivalents
2. Proportion of students achieving three or more A levels or BTEC equivalents
3. Proportion of students achieving four or more A levels or BTEC equivalents

Programme Completion Analysis
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This graph summarises the overall performance of an institution, which is represented by a red bar.
If the bar extends above the zero line, it indicates that more were retained than would be expected.
If a bar extended below the line, it suggests that fewer students than would have been expected had
been retained. If the red bar is close to or at zero, it suggests that performance is as would be
expected for students with that prior attainment profile. The yellow background represents
performance in the middle half of colleges. If a bar extends above this yellow zone, it indicates that a
cohort is in the top quarter nationally. If a bar extends below the yellow zone, it suggests a college is
in the bottom quarter nationally. The graph reports in percentages. In the illustration above, the
college performs particularly well in terms of the proportion of students that enter Year 2, despite
the fact that the proportion of students completing year 1 is entirely average. It suggests that far
fewer students than would be expected leave between Year 1 and Year 2.
Programme Completion by Prior Attainment
The retention analysis by prior attainment graph explores performance across the prior attainment
spectrum. The background shading represents national performance, and the thin ‘lollipop sticks’
represent performance in the individual institution. Performance is divided into four possible
outcomes: leaving during Year 1, leaving between Year 1 and 2, leaving during Year 2, and retained.
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Programme achievement analysis
Six dimensions reports have three measures of achievement at student level.
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Achieved 4+
Alevels/BTEC

-15

As with all six dimensions analysis, the expected level of performance is adjusted according to the
prior attainment profile of the students involved. A score of zero suggests performance exactly in
line with national standards.
The relationship between the three measures can often prove interesting. Figure 5.4 shows the
scores for a college which is getting a perfectly respectable proportion of its students to achieve at
least two A levels, is above average for achieving at least three A levels, but a little off the pace when
it comes to the proportion of students achieving four or more A levels.
Figure 5.5: Whole student success by prior attainment band
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Equal Opportunities Monitoring Reports
The equal opportunities monitoring reports compare success rates in a particular college with the
patterns found nationally. In the reports, national performance is represented by the cream
coloured bars, performance in the individual college is represented by black bars. The score in the
college is given in red.
Equal opportunities monitoring - extract from an example report
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It is worth being clear about what the national lines and college bars represent. Both bars have been
adjusted for prior attainment and subject choice. At national level, the line reports on the question
‘does the equality and diversity group in question perform in line with performance for all students
in terms of success rates once prior attainment and subject choice have been taken into account.’ In
the extract above we see that the national performance for male and female students is so close to
the national line that there is no cream bar extending above or below the zero line. There are a few
categories where national performance is above what would be expected, and we see a cream bar
extending from the zero line: White –Irish students and Asian-Chinese for example. Including these
national variations allows us to avoid lazy assumptions about how well groups perform. It is often
assumed that black groups in particular underperform in the English educational system. A college
may explain away underperformance among black students by reference to the idea that such
underperformance is normal. The background national data in the equality and diversity graphs
reveals the true patterns of performance.
The performance in a particular college is overlaid on the national picture, and represented by the
black bars. If a black bar extends out of the cream bar, it means that performance is more extreme
than is found nationally. In the figure above we see that Asian – Chinese students have a success
rate 7.2+ above what would be expected of similarly qualified students doing similar subjects
nationally. Perhaps much more significant for this college is the figure for Asian – Bangladeshi
students, which is well short of what would be expected nationally, and in contrast to Bangladeshi
student nationally, who perform in line with expectation once prior attainment and subject are
factored in. Note also that this college has a large cohort of Bangladeshi students (483 starts), so we
cannot explain away difference to national performance by saying that the cohort is very small, and
therefore any variation is statistically meaningless.
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The whole college reporting also includes a summary of performance by equality and diversity
category across three key measures: retention, success and points per completer. It also reports on
programmes of study measures.

Six Dimensions of Performance Report
Example College: E&D Summary Report 2015-16
Performance by high level equality and diversity category: 2016-17 outcomes: GCE AS level
Retention

All
Female
Male
White
All BME

Starts
3098
1596
1501
2803
294.3

Act
96.3
96.0
96.7
96.3
97.2

Exp
96.1
96.3
95.9
96.1
96.0

ActExp
0.2
-0.3
0.8
0.1
1.2

Achievement

Nat
0.0
-0.4
0.5
0.1
-0.3

Act
86.4
88.8
83.9
86.6
84.7

Exp
87.6
89.8
85.2
87.7
86.4

ActExp
-1.1
-1.0
-1.3
-1.1
-1.7

Grades Per Completer

Nat
0.0
-0.6
0.8
-0.3
1.0

Act
90
96.2
83.4
90.2
87.2

Exp
91.4
96.8
85.8
91.6
90.6

ActExp
-0.05
-0.03
-0.07
-0.04
-0.11

Nat
0.03
0.00
0.06
0.04
-0.01

This report provides a highly effective way to monitor performance, as the outcomes for each
category are placed alongside each other with direct reference to how the group in question
performs nationally. The extract below examines the data for retention.

The actual rate for
the group concerned

The rate expected
by the six
dimensions model

The difference
between
actual
performance
and expected
performance

How the group
in question
performs
nationally

The Act column gives, in effect, the raw retention rate for the college in question. The Exp column
indicates the level of performance that would be expected of similarly qualified students pursuing
the same courses nationally. The Act-Exp column indicates whether performance at the college is
above or below national rates. The Nat column is designed to show whether the group in question
tends to do well nationally, and provides a useful reference point for the college score.
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Performance by qualification by teacher
In the performance by qualification by teacher reports there is a line for each individual teacher
relating to each qualification that they deliver. If they teach at AS and A2 level, there will be two
separate lines, and if they teach on two or more different specifications these will generate
individual lines. The analysis does not take performance down to individual class level. The reports
contain two sets of measures: raw outcomes and value added outcomes. The raw measures are the
outcomes before any adjustment is made for prior attainment. The value added outcomes look at
performance once it has been adjusted for prior attainment and subject choice. In the value added
measures, performance in line with national expectations for similarly qualified students following
the course in question is represented by zero. A score above zero suggests that performance is
above national expectation, a score below zero suggests performance below national expectation
The colour coding used in this report is different from that elsewhere used in the six dimensions
analysis.
In the measures that are expressed in percentages (Attendance, Retention, Achievement,
Success, and High Grades), if a score is 5% or more above expectation it is coloured red, and
if it is 5% or more below expectation it is coloured blue.
In the measures that are expressed in grades, if performance is half a grade per student
above expectation (a score of 0.5 or higher) it is coloured red, and if it is half a grade per
entry below expectation it is coded blue.

Nick Allen, 24/06/18

---End---
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